
CHAPTER II 

POLITY AND SOCIAL LIFE 

At present the Chakma tribe is divided into two main 

sub-tribe, Anukias and Tangchagyas. Of these two, the first group is 
. . 

the larger and dominant. In the second half of the nineteenth century 

Capt. T. H. Lewin found the tribe divided into three sub-tribes (1) 

Chakmas (or Chukma), but spelt Tsakma, or Tsak, · (2) Tangchagya, 

which he writes as Toungjynyas, and (3) Doingnak1
• He found the 

Chakmas by far the largest and dominant section of the tribe, and the 

Doingnak smaller2
. Hutchinson, however, mentions two sub-tribes, 

Chakmas and Tangchagyas 3
. It appears that the present day Anukias 

formerly called themselves Chakmas. 

Each sub-tribe is divided into a· number of clans which they call 

Goza, variantly Gosa as the Tangchangyas pronounce it. The exact 

number of Goza is not fully known. Lewin gives a list of forty clans, 4 

but S.P.Talukdar gives forty six· clans 5
. Abdus Sattar says "So far as 

we can gather we find that the Chakmas consist of about one 

hundred and fifty Gozas or clans 6 
", but the list he has given contains 

only twenty one Gozas 7 
• Each Goza is again sub-divided into a 



numb·er of sub-clans, or Gutti as given by earlier writers are as 

follows. 

Lewin's list of Gozas 8 
: 

1. Amu 21. Millong 

2. Barb ora 22. Mongla 

3. Barua 23. Molima 

4. Bog a 24. Molima Segey 

5. Borsegey 25. Mo-u 

6. Bung 26. Ongya. 

7. Bungza 27. Phaksa 

8. Dayn 28. Poa 

9. Darjea 29. Phema 

10. Dhurjyia 30. Pheyma 

11. Dunya 31. Poma 

12. F enunjya Kutiya 32. Pheydangsiri 

13. Khembey 33. Pheydungsa 

14. Khambey Mendar 34. Ranyin 

15. Khyengjoy 35. Sekoa 

16. Kura Goitlya 36. Segey 

17. Lambacha 37. Theya 

18. Larma 38. Toynya 

19. Leyba Labya 39. Ukssury 

20. Loskra 40. Wangza 



Talukdar's List9 
: 

1. Amu 24. Larma 

. 2. Bamu 25. Leba 

3. Babora 26. Loskra 

4. Barbwa 27. Molima 

5. Batalya 28. Molima Sega 

6. Bog a 29. Phaksa 

7. Borsage 30. Phedangsiri 

8. Bunga 31. Phedungsa 

9. Bangza 32. Phema 

10. Dhamei 33. Pirabhanga 

11. Dharjea 34. Barbwa 

12. Dawin 35. Porn a 

13. Dhabana 36. Rangyacheluma 

14. Dhurjiya 37. Rangi 

15. Dhurjea 38. Sadonga 

16. Jchapocha 39. Sege 

17. Kala 40. Sekowa 

18. Kengrag 41. .Shoaliya 

19. Khambe 42. Tum a 

20. Khyonjoy 43. They a 

21. Kura 44. Toinya 

22. Kurjiya 45. Uksarri 

23. Kuttua 46. Wargu 



Sattar's list of Gozas and Guttis 10 

Goza Gutti 

1. Babura Babura Bhagatab 

Dhurijyafi Gazyia 

Kurjya Luahakadda 

Manaia 

2. Bag a Boa Boakaniarjya 

Sheley Dhurjya 

Kathyoa Kattua 

Mulikhaja Ninandya 

Nanuktoa Ramdalika 

3. Barachegye Chelipana Khatyal 

Lohakadda 

4. Barua Bhagatab Dhurjyafi 

Jalya Kurjya 

Muli Palyab 

Sajya Vaba 

5. Chakkaba Gazal Pirha Vangha 

Vangiya Viddili 

6. Chandak Rasiri Sardar 

Sheshya 

7. Dharjya Kumreng Kuttua 

Nanuktoo 

8. Dhamai Aaonikna Bhagolia 

Chanya Hagra 

Hati Kachangiri 

Nadaktur Rakhoabap 

Sakua 



Goza Gutti 

9. Faksa Balka Barakurjya 

Baralbecha Bhooruma 

Gada Kalacham 

Kang La lang 

Magh Singiripoona 

Sannyach Thinbedha 

10. Fedunjya lndurtala Kalahilabaap 

Kalamanik Kapalya 

Mulya 

11. F adunjya Kutjya Kyakhran Mudia 

Paiba 

Punyia Shathya 

12. Khambeyi Mendar Chakada Kalapenjangi 

Malschhara 

13. Kheyang Betkaba Chaldani 

Chana! Chegey 

Doza Sam a 

14. Kudunga 

15. Larma Bhaba Bhalya 

Charjya Jalya 

Pedang Sari 

Sat Shamya 

Talukdar Tegeda 

16. Leba or Karaktya Amari Amu 

Badali Bhadang 

Shut Bhula 

Jkadi Kyakda·ra 

Louha Parboa 

Pirba Vangte Saraia 

~ 



Goza 

17. Munima 

18. Poa 

19. Poma 

20. Rangi 

21. Uchyari 

Gutti 

Anandya Dhabana 

Dinghasarpa Karboa 

Mitha Noanya 

Rangachhliania 

Kakkyina 

Kay a I 

Guiya 

Tuda 

Katua 

Jandar · 

Some sub-clans are found to bear the same names of the 

clans which often make it difficult to distinguish between clan and 

sub-clans. About the origin of clans. Sattar writes, "They owe the 

name of their tribe to their origin on the father's side and the name of 

the clan derives from their place of settlements or some heroic deed 

of an elderly tribesman". 11 For example, a family which lived at 

Bagakhali in the District of Chittagong, the members of this clan are 

known as Baga Goza. Likewise, some guttis got their names after 

some domestic animals or the name of agricultural crops they raised, 

such as the Billei Gutti (for rearing cat) of the Bangya Goza, Daloa 

Gutti (for raising dal cereal) of the Muk Goza. The members of the 

same Gozas are related to each other, and are bound by certain 



common customs in regard to inheritance, death rites and sacrifices 

irrespective of the places of their present settlement. 

Usually, the Chakmas live together clanwise in a particular 

locality or village for several reasons. At times of trouble like that of 

a dispute with others or on the death of a person. in the family, they 

need help which alone readily comes from the members of their own 

clan. Besides, they strongly believe in the influence of supernaturals 

called Barbua, practised on the members of one clan by another. As 

a precaution against such practice they prefer to live together in a 

particular locality, lane or in cluster by the side of a street. However, 

due to their having education many of them no longer ~elieve in such 

magical spells particularly . those living in towns. Moreover, the 

control of land settlements by the local government leaves for them 

no such choice. 

Of the two tribes, the Anukias are the predominant and are 

spread over in Tripura, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh, and also in 

Bangladesh 12 .The number of Anukias is about 45,000, while the 

Tangchangyas numbering about five 13 5 thousand are concentrated in 

the villages of Saibawh, Chhotoguisury, Boroguisury, Fanglarlui, 

Pharva, Vaseikai, Damdep, Govakhali, Lukisuri, Fangfarlui and 

Beliasora, all situated in the Chhimtuipui District in Southern 

Mizoram. The two tribes can easily be distinguished by their 



language and also by the costume of their women. For example, the 

Tangchangyas say kuru jebe ? or Kuri jade ? (Where are you going 

?). The Tangchangya women wear a divided petticoat striped red 

with black or blue border, whereas the Anukia women wear a 

petticoat of black or blue colour with red border. 

Polity : 

Traditionally, the whole tribe was headed by a chief titled Raja. 

The office of the Raja was hereditary in the male line. Usually the 

eldest son of the Raja succeeded him, but in case the eldest son was 

bodily infirm or otherwise incapable of ruling, another son was 

selected by the Dewans. In case the son of the Raja was a minor, on 

his death his queen would take over the adminstration till the minor 

son attained the age of majority. If a Raja died issueless, the 

selection of the Raja was decided by the Dewans from among 

capable me':llbers of the Rajas male relations. If no such member was 

available, the Rajaship would go to the Dewans' families. 

The Raja: 

The Raja who was the supreme head, and he looked after the 

general administration. He however, delegated. some of his powers 



and priviledges to the Dewans for administrative conveniences 14
. The 

Raja made recruitment of soldiers, appointed officers, looked internal 

and external securities 15 
. 

Some scholars think that the origin of the Rajaship of the 

· Chakmas goes back to the twelfth century16 for which, however, they 

make no reference to documentary evidence or other authority. It was 

during the first part of the sixteenth century that the Chakma Raja 

had acquired twelve villages from the Muslim Nawab of Chittagong 17
. 

After the Moghul conquest of Bengal the Chakma Raja was retained 

as a tributary to the Mughals and the tribute was mainly in the form 

of cotton, the. principal product ~f the foothills 18
. Hutchinson cites the: 

case of Chakma Raja Jallal khan who paid tribute in cotton to the 

cotton to the Mughals 1723 19
. With the grant of Chittagong as a 

Zamindary to Robert Clive, all the hill tribes including the Chakmas 

came under the English East India Company_ in 1761 20 and paid 

revenue to the company. 

The Raja also acted as the Chief Justice, settled major cases 

put up by the Dewans and also cases directly brought to him. He 

enjoyed the power of inflicting punishment, even death sentence21
. 

After his coming under the British, the chief had power only to 

impose fine, and also to enforce restitution and imprisonmentz2
. 

Anyone not satisfied with the decision of the headman of a village or 



Dewan could make an appeal to the court of the Raja, but ·the final 

court was that of the East India Company. However, in all social 

matters, the verdict of the Raja was considered final. The company 

did not interfere in the local administration and thus the chief 

maintained direct control over his tribe. 

The Raja was entitled to the following taxes: · 

1) A poll tax from each family of which he retained a fixed 

proportion. 

2) A tithe from the yearly harvest of paddy. In addition, the Raja 

was entitled to have a share of meat of every wild fourfooted 

animal kill.ed by his people. 

3) Extra collection of certain amou11t from each family on the 

occasion of a marriage in the Raja's family. 

4) A fixed amount for the disposal of cases from both parties. 

5) Permission fee given to people for possesing and wearing silver 

ornaments such as anklets, necklace, bracelet etc. The fee 

ranged from thirty to fifty rupees. 23 

In 187 4, the Government of Bengal by an order, had allowed 

the Chakma Raja, a right to have half of the revenue collected from 

each house23 <a>. In order to meet his requirements, he was also 

granted begar (free labour service) up to fifteen days to be collected 

from the people. In addition, the chief was given two annas24 for the 



collection of rent rolls within his circle. In 1895, the Chakma Raja 

paid Rs. 3155/-25 to the government and from 1st April 1905 the 

revenue was raised to Rs. 4553/-26
. 

The Dewan: 

In hierarchical order, the Raja had below him the Dewan, 

appointed by him. At the beginning the number of Dewan was four .. 

These Dewans were elected from the descendants of four close 

associates accompanied the first Chakma Raja Bijoygiri. Later on 

clan had its own Dewan. 29 Hutchinson says, 30 
( "Later on more 

Dewans were appointed and acquired their powers by purchase from 
I 

~ 

the chief, and the importance of the four Dewans was thus materially 

reduced". The number was increased for administrative conveniences 

as well as for curtailing the powers of the Dewans. These Dewans 

were appointed from among the capable persons of well - to - do 

families having intelli-gence and good character. In this way the: 

office of the Dewans did not remain hereditary as it was at the 

beginning. On the death of a Dewan, the Raja usually appointed one 

from among the members of the deceased family. They were the key 

administrative officers and with them were vested all the local 

administration. They, on behalf of the chief, collected taxes within 

their respective jurisdiction and enjoyed a portion of it.· In time of war· 

and trouble a Dewan was bound to contribute forces to the Raja. 



The Roaja: 

Below the Dewans were the Roajas, or village headmen. Each 

village was headed by a headman or Roaja, and he was appointed by 

the Raja, or in some cases by the Dewans. Under the British, the 

Roajas were offi_cially called the Headman. The Roaja helped directly 

the Dewans and also the Raja in general administration. It was 

through him that all taxes were collected for which he retained one 

rupee for each household. Within his village he disposed cases for 

which he was assisted by two or more village elders. He also 

distributed agricultural lands annually, conducted public works and 

looked after the general welfare of the village. 

The Kheja: 

In case the Goza was a big one,: the Dewan appointed one· or 

more subordinate to assist him in the administration, such a person 

was called Kheja. 31 Since the Chakma village were usually consisted 

of single Goza, the Kheja, in fact, acted like a clan assistant or a 

clerk directly under the instruction of the Dewan, and was expected 

to have cordial relationship with the Roaja-. The Kheja was exempted 

from the payment of tax and other charges like begar (unpaid 

labour). 



The Kharbari : 

A very significant element in the village administration- of the 

Chakmas was the existence of an elected system in the person of 

Kharbari. In electing a Kharbari32 all the male adult members of the 

village participated. Some big villages accupying an extensiye area 

and· are clustering into two or more groups, or several clans differing 

in customs and taboos living together in a particular locality, could . 

have separate Kharbari for each group or cluster. 

The Kharabari acted as the custodian of tradilional culture and 

customs, and was the president of the village court. He summoned 

the meetings and possesed the authority to dismiss a session. He 

executed the decision taken in the meeting and took up cases which 

were entirely within the customary laws. He was liable to be removed 

from office by the people at any time if he was found guilty of gross 

misconduct or unjust. 

The Magot Dima : 

In each. village there was a general council which met 

periodically or whenever occasion demanded to decide certain type 

of cases, chiefly to decide cases of violation of traditional laws. This 

council still exists in a different form, and is called Samaj. Its 

members were comprised of the Kharbaril who acted as a president 



or Chairman of the meeting, the Murukbi, elders of the village, and 

any married male adults of the village. 

If anyone was found violating the customary laws, it was 

reported to an elder of the village or to Kharbari. If the Kharbari . 
\ 

thought it fit for consideration, he summoned the. Magot Dima. The 

elders then had the person examined. All the members had a right to 

raise questions and they all acted as jurors· at that particular . · 

meeting. If they found fault with him or her, punishment had been 

inflicted according to the seriousness of the case. As soon as decree 

was made, the offender had to pay the fine. If the fine, for instance, 

was a pig, it was collected at place and was killed and ate up by the 

members present. If the fine was in cash, they divided the amount 

equally among the members present. But there would be no objection 

from the public if the litigant filed the case to the law court. Due to 

the implementation of the modern administrative system, many 

villages do not have Magot Dima. 

Social Life : 

As a rural people, the Chakmas lead a simple life. Being 

dwellers of the tropical lowlying areas they are not in great demand 

of clothing. Most people in the villages generally have no bed and 



sleep on the floor. They usually take two meals a day, and their meal 

is comprised of rice, some quantities of chillies, one or two vegetable 

curry. They· have a strong liking for putrified fish or other equatic 

insects which they call sido/, and which they almost universally mix 

with every curry. Their common vegetables are stalks of red pumkin 

and melon, mustard plant, varieties of leafy plant and fruits like 

sugori sak, sugori hulua, humorua, hoidie, sumi, thidia, bidun, bigun, 

muritch, huju, hudu hulua, rryeia sak, mula sak, phuji, thormitch, zigie, 

phieitch, sabarang, sindiri, etc. Almost every cultivator grows 

different kinds of vegetables required for the consumption of his 

fami-ly. 

The Chakmas largely depend on food which is naturally 

available and which they collect either individually or in teams. For. 

example, when spring comes they use to go to a forest or river in 

groups to collect food and this is known as zar bera. In the evening 

they put together all they found and divided it equally among the 

team members. 

Their common meats are chicken, pork, fish and any living 

creatures found it water. Even snakes are not spared rather they are 

very happy when they have one or even big lizzard and tortoise. The 

Chakmas are not good in hunting and therefore less accustomed to 

taking meat of wild animals and birds. 



Fami.ly Life : 

In a Chakma family, the father directs all the daily programmes 

of males and the mother of the females. Men do the hard work like 

construction of houses, clearing the forest for jhum, whereas the 

women and girls make clothe-s, carry firewoods, drew water and do 

cooking. Some Chakma males leave the jhum works to the females 

after they construct jhum house. The remaining work like sowing, 

weeding reaping are done by females. 

In all normal situation, the father has the final authority over the 

selection of his son's maid, likewise he makes final decision and 

settlement with a go- between of his daughter's intending husband. A 

son is seldom separated till he co.uld support himself, and for this 

reason many couples live together under the same roof. This leads 

to the joint family system. 

Birth Rites : 

The Chakmas welcome their new comer to their family. To 

prevent the spell of the evil spirit over their new comer, and to 

ensure their good health along with mother, they make offering to the 

respective spirits. To maintain good health during pragnancy as well 

as safe delivery· they perform a function called Baidya Hurua, and 



after delivery, they observe another function called Khojoi Pani for 

the good health of the child and mother. 

Marriage : 

Like all civilized people, the Chakmas have their own moral 

codes and principles which every one is expected to follow in having 

a lawful union of man and womf!n. They must also observe certain 

social norms in order to get social reco:-gnition. Accordingly, the 

marriage which are solemnized in conformity with these norms are 

lawful and socially acceptable. 

The following marriages are permissible and are recognized as 

lawful in the Chakma society. Marriages between cousins belonging 

to diferent clans, and between cross cousins. It is also permissible to 

wed the sister of the wife of elder brother. There is no bar to 

marrying the widow of deceased brother. And marriages between half 

brothers and half sisters of different fathers is permissible. And 

widowed or divorced wife of a brother - in - law can be spoused. 

Marrying wife's sister is allowed, even when wife is alive. Plurality of 

marriage is also allowed. 

All Chakma marriages, however, do not go on in this happy 

fashion. Lewin says, "If often happens that the lad and the lass have 



made up their mind to couple, but the parents would not hear of the 

match. In such a case the lovers generally eloped together33
. 

In abduction, a boy invites two or more of his friends to help 

him to ambush a girl he wants on her way. to fetch water or carrying 

firewood from the jungle. The girl is kept for several days. After some 

days a permission is sought by the boy's side to negotiate and if the 

girl's parents agree, the couple is accepted as married in a simple 

ceremony followed by a feast. 

Inter- Tribe Marriage · 
~· 

There is no restriction on inter - tribe marriage. Even during the 

time of the chief such marriages were not uncommom. Now - a -

days, however, devouted Buddhists and those who , have deep 

community feeling do not want to have marriage from other tribes. 

The feeling is so strong that in 1989 the Chakma Autonomous District 

Council passed a Bill 34 imposing certain deterant measures on 

intertribe marriage. 

Divorce (Sarasari) : 

Traditionally, divorce is allowed to the husband but, wife is no~ 

allowed unless her husband permits. If a wife wants to divorce she 



must get a written permission called surkagaj. If both the wife and 

the husband agree, wife could divorce. The case of divorce is 

generally settled in Magot Dima rather than in the Jaw court of the 

government. 

Disposal of the Dead : 

The Chakmas normally burn their deads. The cremation usually 

is done on the bank of a river or stream where water is readily 

available. However, if the family of the dead is too poor to afford the 

expenses for burning , the body is buried. When a monk or 

respectable person is dead, his corpse is put into a bundle, put in a 

bamboo split and hanged on a tree in a secluded spot till 

decomposition is complete. After a few months, or even a year the· 

bones are collected and put in a earthen jug and are burnt in a 

ceremony attended by villagers. In unusual cases of death by 

accident, drowning, falling from tree, infant died soon after birth, 

lightning, leprosy and dysentery, the deads are buried. Infants are 

buried in shallow pit and pieces of bamboo are placed over the body 

as covering to prevent wild animals from eating the corpse. The 

father or near relatives put a lump of earth to the tomb so that such 

child is not born again in their family. 



The Chakmas seldom render voluntary services in the desposal 

of corpse, unless the family of the dead serves them with food or 

drink. But today the young generations help a needy person by · 

imitating the habit and culture of the Mizo people. 

Burphara ( Purificatory Rites } : 

The Chakmas believe that often milignant influence accompany 

people returning from cremation or burial grounds and if such 

persons are allowed to enter the house there mig.ht be trouble in the 

family. In order to drive away or to keep off such evil influence, 

persons returning from burial or cremation grounds are to be observe 

certain purificatory rites called Burphara. A fire is lit on the way and 

the persons are to jump over it, or thorny plants are placed. qn the 

way over which they have to jump over, believing that the milignant 

spirit could not jump over the fire or the thorny plant. They are also 

to take both and put off the dress and put on new clothes. In some 

families even sacrifice of a fowl is made by the Baidya to drive the 

evil influences. To purify the family of the deceased, all the members 

of the family go to a nearby stream or river where the Baidya after 

chanting some incantations, cuts the fowl by its neck and its blood is 

drops on the sand. There after, they all return home. The fowl is 



cooked and they partake its meat. On that ·night no member of the 

family is allowed to sleep at other's house nor does any guest 

entertain for the fear that the deceased soul might be disturbed. 

Satdinia : 

On the seventh day of death, the Chakmas peform a function 

called Satdinia. (Sat= 'seven' ; Dinia = 'day') meaning 'seventh day' 

when the other members of the Gutti of the family are invited. The 

Baidya performs purificatory rites by chanting mantras. On this 

occasion they prepare a feast with fresh meat and fish, and is taken 

by the members of the Gutti, for .the first time after the Seventh day 

of the death. Sons of the dead person shave their head on this· 

circumstance. 

Earlier on the day, the members of the family visit the cremation 

and invite the departed soul to be present there to receive their 

offerings of food. Before returning they collect some bones from the 

place of cremation for performing rite by the Baidya at Satdinia. This 

is called Arbaza. Believing that the dead still wants what he had 

during his life time, they place dao, axe, jars, tobacco, comb, hair oil 

etc. at the cremation ground. 



Ghari :-

The remains of the dead are collected and are put in a wooden 

cart made for the purpose. The cart is decorated with coloured 

papers to look like a chariot to which a strong rope is fixed on either 

end. All the inhabitants of the village, even of the nearby villages are 

invited. On appointed day they come together and have a tug of war 

for amusement. The opening ceremony is conducted by a Buddhist 

priest. On the occasion, they drink and amuse themselves. This 

function inculcates feeling of unity and popularity in their minds. 

Today the Buddhist priests claim that they alone are competent to 

pray for ttfe spirit of the deceased. If they fail fa perform Dharma, the 

soul of the dead would reborn into a beast or domestic animal. 

Kolpotru: 

This is a special function arranged by an individual who lately 

lost his beloved one. His longing for the deceased and expection of 

the spirit world where they could live together, with the hope of 

getting blessings from god make him to perform this function. Any 

one can organize it at any time, but he must obtain prior permission 

from the Buddhist monk as because the offering are to be taken by 

the monk and not by others. 



A piece of bamboo of about two inches diameter and a length of 

about two metres is half broken. A number of pieces of bamboo of 

about one and half metre in length are put horizontally to look like a 

branch of a tree. The organizer carries it along the street singing 

religious songs. Anybody who wants blessing offers gifts in the name 

of their deceased family members. Eatable things, cloth, coin or 

currency note are all hung in the bamboo pieces. At the end he 

carries it to the temple lawn. All the gifts are taken by the priest. 

They believe that such action brings peace of mind. 

Shyak Go: 

This is a festival of dance organised by a berieved family to 

relieve its members of their longing for the beloved one who have 

lately passed away. It is performed usually at the entrance of a 

village at a convenient site where the villagers join together in 

raising small huts of bamboo and thatch. All the villagers are invited 

to participate in the function. A lot of dancing and singing follow the 

feast. It is also utilised by young men and women to acquaint 

themselves with partners for family life. The elders, however, devout 

their time in religious discourses and in receiving precepts from the 

monks. 
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